NEVADA LIST OF DENTAL PPE SURPLUS

PLEASE LIST ALL THE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) THAT YOU CAN DONATE. IF THE NEED ARISES, THE SURPLUS PPE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO OUR HOSPITALS AND URGENT CARE FACILITIES. YOUR HELP AND CARING DURING THIS TIME OF NEED IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

PLEASE FAX (702-255-3302) OR EMAIL (suzzi.fobbs@nvda.org) THE COMPLETED FORM TO THE NEVADA DENTAL ASSOCIATION (702-255-4211:voice) BY MARCH 30, 2020.

** ENTER THE AMOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR EACH ITEM**

Masks:
- Level 1:___________  Level 2:___________  Level 3:___________  N-95:___________

Gloves:
- Latex (small):__________  Latex (medium):__________  Latex (large):__________
- Nitrile (small):__________  Nitrile (medium):__________  Nitrile (large):__________
- Surgical (small):__________  Surgical (medium):__________  Surgical (Large):__________

Disposable Face Shields:
- Number available:____________

Gowns:
- Small:__________  Medium:__________  Large:__________

Booties:
- Small:__________  Medium:__________  Large:__________

Surgical Caps:
- Small:__________  Medium:__________  Large:__________

Disinfectant Wipes: Number available __________

Hand Sanitizer: Number available __________

Date:______________

Office Name/Dentist’s Name:_________________________________________________________

Office Address:_____________________________________________________________________

Office Contact Name and Number:____________________________________________________